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MONITORING OF URBAN VEGETATION
Monitoring of urban vegetation is carried out regularly by
city services with participation of residents who
systematically note emergency situations in general,
sometimes taking part in landscaping near their homes.
Certification of urban vegetation is the highest degree of
registration, when each tree is registered.

urban vegetation by
administration of the city

urban vegetation
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CERTIFICATION OF URBAN VEGETATION
Since 2013 to 2016,
such studies have been
carried out in the Kinel city
in the Samara region.

Samara region

Kinel city

Kinel city
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THE PROBLEM OF CERTIFICATION

Until 2014, the methods for
the
inventory
of
urban
vegetation didn’t suppose the
use
of
information
technology.
certification methods (1997)

До 2014 года существующая методика по инвентаризации городских насаждений не предполагала в
принципе
использование
информационных технологий.

certification methods (2002)
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CLASSICAL METHOD OF URBAN VEGETATION
CERTIFICATION (1997, 2002)

paper map

The classical field method
of certification requires paper
maps, a tape-line or is held by
steps with a sketch in nature
conditions. Mapping with
paper maps and tape-line is
very difficult, and the cost of
this work is increasing.
The list of new information
technologies allows us to
select software, that facilitate
the carrying out of inventory
works.

tape-line
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REASONS FOR OUR TENDENCY TO REDUCE THE TIME
SPENDING IN NATURAL CONDITIONS

 Weather

conditions vary from fine
weather in the morning to rainy and may
be hurricane in the afternoon.
 Temperature regime is so variable too.
 Unfortunately, there are no accurate
streets and lawns all over the city.
 Besides, there are a lot of rubbish at
many places.
 Another problem is communicating with
residents. Some revealed the interest to
our study and distracted us by
numerous questions. Other people did
not even allow us to approach their
private trees or shrubs, which they had
been planted for a long time, sometimes
even dogs were dropped to the
researchers.
 In addition it is necessary to note the
factor of criminal situation in some parts
of the city.

weather
conditions

communicating problems
with residents
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ADVANTAGES OF URBAN VEGETATION CERTIFICATION
BY GEOINFORMATION SYSTEMS

 exactly

mapping
(with
an
accuracy of 4 to 5 m)
 quickly mapping (2-4 min)
 some geoinformation systems
are free

satellite
navigator

Free software Quantum GIS
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FIELD METHODS OF OUR STUDY
Urban vegetation inventory and
completing
the
green
areas
passports had been done separately
for the intra-building and street
vegetation. The territory of Kinel city
was divided into 27 intra-building and
10 street vegetation sites. The results
of the inventory for each site were
written in the working copybook and
later were used for compiling site
passports and vegetation maps.
Vector layers of the electronic map of
the Samara region from the open
Internet resource Gis-lab served as
the basis for the vegetation maps.
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27 intra-building and 10 street
vegetation sites

vector layers on gis-lab.info
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FIELD METHODS OF OUR STUDY

blank of the urban vegetation
inventory

Haglöf EC II electronic altimeter

Urban vegetation objects and
small architectural items (statues,
fountains) on each inventory site
were described in the field.
Type of vegetation (row or group
planting, flower bed of lawn) was
visually determined for each site.
Besides, we also determined tree
species, its age (indirectly by height
and trunk diameter), diameter of
trunk on 1,3 m, its height (by the
Haglöf EC II electronic altimeter), the
number of trunks or for shrubs – the
occupied area for each vegetation
object (tree, shrub or flower plants).
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FIELD METHODS OF OUR STUDY

We also noted the presence of
pruning and vitality of each
vegetation object according to a
three-point scale.
Each object of planting was
assigned by a serial number, and
its
exact
coordinates
were
determined
by
the
satellite
navigator Garmin Etrex 20 with an
accuracy from 4 to 5 m. The
numbering
was
used
continuously
throughout
the
inventory territory.

satellite navigator
Garmin Etrex 20

mapping by the satellite navigator
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FIELD METHODS OF OUR STUDY
Little trees and shrubs was mapped as a biogroup, without
individual trunks determination. In parks or woodlands we didn’t
describe each trunk but we mapped these as a biogroup too. In
this case, the canopy overlapping was determined in three to five
places by Ramensky's net. Than we used software Quantum GIS
1.5.0-Tethys.

biogroup of little trees

woodland in the town
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USE SOFTWARE QUANTUM GIS 1.5.0-TETHYS
We obtained inventory plans of the city with a good resolution (scale of
M 1:1000) to reduce the error in the location of the vegetation objects,
because a paper inventory plans has some details of infrastructure
objects, such as small building, palisade and other. Then the location of
the vegetation points was corrected in Quantum GIS by the editing mode
of each layer.

editing
mode

1) vector layers from gis-lab.info hasn’t some infrastructure objects
2) satellite navigator has accuracy of 4 to 5 m
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USE SOFTWARE QUANTUM GIS 1.5.0-TETHYS
To increase informativity of the electronic map of the town we
assigned an unique value to each vegetation points and then we
highlighted the most valuable tree species by red color and destroyed
trees or shrubs by black color. The remaining objects were left without
pouring with black borders.

unique value of each vegetation
points

different color of vegetation points –
more information about their type
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MOST VALUABLE TREES AND SHRUBS
Acer campestre L.
Acer platanoides L.
Aesculus hippocastanum L.
Аbies sibirica Ledeb.
Juniperus virginiana L.
Juniperus sabina L.
Juniperus communis L.
Larix sibirica L.
Morus alba L.
Picea abies (L.) H. Karst.
Picea pungens Engelm.

Juniperus sabina L.

Pinus strobus L.
Pinus sylvestris L.
Populus alba × bolleana Lauche cv.
Sowietica pyramidalis Jabl – long-liver
Populus nigra L. – long-liver
Quercus robur L.
Robinia pseudoacacia L.
Thuja occidentalis L.
Tilia cordata Mill.
Tilia platyphyllos Scop.

Tilia cordata Mill.

Pinus sylvestris L.
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ADDING SOME NEW ATTRIBUTES
OF EACH VEGETATION OBJECT IN QUANTUM GIS
Adding some new attributes to each vegetation object will be the
next step of the work. By default, the created by the satellite navigator
point has such attributes as its number and height above sea level.
Field data has much more characteristics for each vegetation object,
that’s why we will be add some new fields, such as the date of study,
botanical name, age, diameter at an altitude of 1,3 m, height, number
of trunks or area in square meters, availability of trimming and vitality.

standard menu satellite
navigator’s layer

new attributes
according field data
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CONCLUSIONS
As a result, the administration of the Kinel city has the opportunity
to suppose the possible environmental damage from building or illegal
felling by data of tree species, height, trunk diameter and vitality of
each tree, by calculating damage. Also, the use of geo-information
system easy allows us to make linear and area measurements of the
vegetation territories.

area measurements
in Quantum GIS
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